
The information shared in this whitepaper is not
all-encompassing or exhaustive and does not in anyway,
shape, or form place the development team into a legally
binding relationship to guarantee the stated outcomes.
The role of this whitepaper is to give prospective
investors baseline information to facilitate them doing
their due diligence to make an educated investment
decision. Before you decide to invest in Manipulate, we
urge you to read this whitepaper thoroughly. Potential
investors must understand that varying market
conditions may perform differently than expected
outcomes. It may differ significantly and substantially
from forecasts predicted or results extrapolated or
communicated in the explanations provided in this
paper. The Manipulate team releases itself from any
liability associated directly or indirectly with purchasing,
holding or transacting Manipulate tokens.

Welcome to Manipulate “Buy Low Sell High”Multiple Innovative Utilities That Will Focus
On “Manipulating” The Metaverse & GameFi
(Play To Earn) Cryptocurrency Space.
Come onboard and prepare for the life
changing opportunities we are bringing you!



  
Currently Tradable on the
Ethereum Network/ERC20
(Eventually multi chaining
over to other well known
cryptocurrency networks.)

  


 
   
Which Will Also Offer
“Gambling” for the high
rollers who like “high risk,
high reward”

 
Currently in development ,
Swap To Any Network Of
Your Choice with goals of
not Paying Expensive Fees
& Waiting For Identity
Verification.

  
Will Give The Opportunity
To Grow Other
Cryptocurrency Projects
Through Our Strategic
Partnerships &
Connections.

 
Manipulate is developing a superior 3D cross
compatible NFT asset that is engineered for Metaverse
integration, as well as translating into 2D Play-to-Earn
games which will be available to every holder & give
everyone the option to also earn their other favorite
cryptocurrencies just by participating in their platform.
With a 10 Million Manipulate token supply and 10%
Team allocations locked for 3 months with plans to
extend the lock on every market cap milestone reached
AND the liquidity 100% locked. Manipulate is designed
to stand strong and become a potential top tier multi
million dollar plus GameFi & Metaverse Project Over The
Next Five Years.
Manipulate will capitalize on 4 of the largest utilities of
the blockchain, Crypto, P2E gaming/GameFi, NFTs, and
the Metaverse - the complete package!

 
$Manipulate/ERC20 Contract (LIVE NOW!):
0xc1db781057dc836a29c3f4fd547b4b7be822274f
MAX SUPPLY:


8% BUY TAX:

    
10% SELL TAX:

     
TEAM ALLOCATIONS

    
*KYC and Audit Pending
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Coming Soon

  
   
   

   

  
   
 
  
     

 

  
 



 
  


 
  
Cryptocurrency has exploded over the past year, making
its way into mainstream media, traditional institutions and
reaching all-time highs. Due to this, cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technologies are consistently growing,
creating excitement and hysteria in this new sector. But,
unfortunately, this space is extremely vulnerable, resulting
in individuals committing immoral activities such as rug
pulls, honeypots, and other malicious manoeuvres. This is
the main reason why Manipulate Token was created.
Manipulate Token mission is to provide a safe
environment for its investors where they can sleep
comfortably at night and do not have to be concerned
about being scammed. The team is doxxed and regularly
joins videochats on their Telegram to ensure transparency
and an ethical space within the community. They are
constantly active onTelegram, where they are more than
happy to communicate with its members through voice
chat or text. The team cherishes honesty and integrity in
this space, and they endeavour to prove it.

https://t.me/manipulatecoins

www.ManipulateCoins.com

https://twitter.com/manipulatecoins

